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Western medicine has not been particularly effective at getting people rest from conditions like
depression, chronic discomfort, migraines, addiction, and PTSD. Dr. Tafur presents here's nothing
brief of a paradigm shift for modern medicine, where sacred plant life, used properly in
ceremony, consider their place as important tools in the doctor’s medicine upper body,
offering the missing elements of emotional and spiritual healing which have eluded us for so
long. I have watched people spend years in frustration and thousands consulting an army of
professionals, without getting real rest from their issue. Follow Dr. All too often, the Western
medical approach fails to address the psychological dimension of illness. That's where
traditional plant medicines, with their capability to alter consciousness and open channels of
communication to your emotions, offer so much promise. To find out more about The Fellowship
of The River, please check out https://drjoetafur. Because these and others are diseases deeply
linked to the state of our emotional bodies. Tafur through the Amazon jungle as he develops a
breakthrough understanding of how psychoactive plants interact with the complicated network
that links our thoughts and hearts to our physique. What Dr. Tafur helps us to understand why.
The tales shared right here demonstrate the astonishing—mystical, colorful,
metaphysical—ramifications of ayahuasca and Traditional Amazonian Plant Medicine.com/the-
fellowship-of-the-river/
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For anyone interested in ayahuasca, this is actually the one.. As so many diseases and illnesses
are on the rise, our medical program is ill equipped to take care of them all. I have been
worked with ayahuasca for fourteen years, and also have also managed a retreat middle in
Peru. When I met Joe Tafur around 2012, I knew right away that he was a person of knowledge
and integrity. I have read therefore many books about ayahuasca and none compare to the
one. It offers the context and perspective in addition to scientific descriptions, all told within an
honest and true style. I would say that we now have hardly any people like Joe, an american
MD who truly understands the spiritual paradigm and healing tradition of the Amazon. The
ayahuasca movement is blessed to possess him as a spokesperson as his voice is definitely
without arrogance yet filled with truth. Clean out of school and eager to dive deeper in to the
truths behind the body, brain and soul, Joe demonstrates the openness and drive to pursue
greater wisdom of the plant medicines and indigenous healers of the Amazon. If you ask me, it
is the quintessential literary focus on the topic.. Important book The Fellowship of the River
traces an American Medical Doctor's experience of trained in shamanic healing with
ayahuasca. His raw emotion comes through and the ability to visualize the story, the way a lot
of us perform while reading print, was amplified.. Dr Tafur reveals the way the medication opens
up the shaman's gift for singing and how the Shipibo designs donate to the healing up
process. This book will help guide readers both before and after their ayahuasca encounters.
This is a great, straight forward explanation of what is happening with ... Should you have not
heard about medicinal plant medicine, you will hear about any of it very soon. It is an easy,
and enjoyable read, and you may not be disappointed! Knowing Dr. Tafur provides a unique
and powerful insight in to the traditional globe of Ayahuasca and various other plant
medicines. This is a great, straight forward explanation of what's occurring with this medicinal
healing movement covered in Dr. Tafur’s inspiring personal tale. Fantastic book and incredibly
easy read. I give it my highest suggestion. Tafur offers a beautifully crafted vehicle for the
reader( passenger) For individuals who are curious and have yet to see this gift (ayahuasca
shamanism) of the Amazon Jungle, and seeking clarity on ayahuasca shamanism; Dr. Tafur's
narration adds so much to the story. With this vehicle, he takes you on a journey deep in to the
jungle. A trip well navigated, In to the depths and shines light which pierces through the
mysteries. In the end, departing the passenger with a renewed sense of understanding of a gift
often misunderstood. Dr. I love how the language of technology and spirituality merging
collectively and working towards recovery. This is probably the most important books upon this
. Tafur. One of the book's most important contributions is how ayahuasca assists shamans to
see illness in the body and how it enables them to remove dark energy with music. This is one of
the most important books on this subject.. This book takes a broader approach in healing the
mind to heal the body. Truly appreciated this publication and highly recommend! Amazing
book Amazing book. Essential read, insightful look at the modern research of ayahuasca! This
publication provides insights into the world of shamanism and shines light on how the tradition
of ayahuasca and other medicinal plants have already been used within indigenous cultures
(Shipibo) for healing. Loved the author's personal story and connection to this practice and his
approachable demonstration of technical principles for the nondoctors and layman visitors.
Tafur while at an integrative medicine training course in Arizona for medical learners and
resident physicians. Tafur proposes a fresh perspective on utilizing ancient technologies to get
to the root trigger of several modern illnesses and circumstances, offering hope and healing to
those who have not discovered health in a prescription bottle. I adored Tafur's sincere and
grounded strategy - it really is a . The Fellowship of the River fills a gap in the published



literature, and much needed at the moment.. Please read. I would suggest this reserve to
anybody seeking to get to know how ayahuasca helps heal the emotional body. Dr. Tafur
presents many situations, all of which I came across interesting. I highly recommend the reserve
to anyone who has experienced ayahuasca (it will deepen understanding) and to anyone
who is curious and looking for a straight-forward approach to learning about this type of
healing. One of the best books out there While Ayahuasca has rapidly emerged into
awareness in the modern world, hundreds of books have already been written about it. I am
hoping to proceed on one of his excursions someday, until then, this publication has made me
alert to a robust medical modality that I was completely unaware of and will quickly immerse
me in to the rainforest anytime.. The book offers you an insiders view of the planning and
connection with taking ayahuasca told through personal stories. It is also a deeply personal
story, engaging and created with humility and honesty. Dr Joe’s reserve is one which I would
highly recommend to those new to the Ayahuasca medicine, aswell as to those people who are
well experienced. Fascinating and informative initial hand account on shamanic healing I
browse the Fellowship of the River within my stay at Nihue Rao Centro Espriritual.. The
publication also provided very helpful assistance on how to overcome the ayahuasca
ceremonies, and I picked up beneficial insights that helped me clarify my intentions and get the
the majority of my healing and learning knowledge. He also shares his shamanic singing voice
every once in awhile as well.. Amazonian plant medicine is actual and every word in this book
holds true. Western healthcare meets traditional therapeutic- changing how exactly we do
healthcare Through this publication, Dr. Tafur builds a bridge between traditional shamanic
healing and current western medical knowledge from the perspective of a medical student. For
anyone looking for a book about ayahuasca and Amazonian plant medication, I highly
recommend this one. This publication is an essential read for anybody pursuing healthcare, as
it does a tremendous work at detailing a few case research of individuals whose circumstances
were the result of harm to the spiritual body in some way. Trauma, guilt, panic and fear are
currently not understood, yet we've been trying to diagnose and treat them for years. Reading
through this book focuses interest on the idea that there is more that can be done to help
someone procedure through their experiences. I will share this reserve with everyone I feel can
appreciate the info and can appropriately utilize it sharpen their own perceptions and
experiences. Heal the mind to heal your body I bought this book at an area bookstore. His
capability to create a bridge for everybody to cross in order to reach this can be a wonder
to have come across. New or experienced to plant medication, Dr Tafur produced me ask new
queries to myself, looking back again to experiences differently. I recommend this publication to
a person with curiosity to heal themselves and the planet. Dr. Throw those pill bottles apart and
get down to do the true work. great book with case studies This author took a fascinating
path through life and chronicles it in this book. This publication is quite informative and
entertaining. Great work bridging science and spiritual therapeutic. I loved Tafur's sincere and
grounded approach - it really is a book I very easily recommended to people who have a
hard time understanding or believing in the potential(s) of plant medicine, or who get swept up
in thinking about it as mainly "psychedelic" experience. I read The Fellowship in the River after
some years spent exploring ayahuasca and Amazonian plant medication. Enlightening
Recommend to anyone interested in the plant medicine ayahuasca. The discourse provides
well-embellished explanations of the way the mechanism of the medicine, in partnership with the
shaman, works within the scientific knowledge of the healing process. Audible version... I bought
his book and really taking pleasure in it until I returned to my very busy existence, stuck in



visitors and struggling to turn the web pages of any book. Absolutely fantastic..Yes. I was
fortunate enough to meet Dr.His honesty and work is inspiring. After hearing him speak
eloquently about the incredible healing he's witnessed, a few of his personal trip in medicine,
and his enthusiasm for traditional Amazonian plant medication, I was beyond
intrigued.Wooooo. "I question if his book is usually on audible?" my brain stated. The story of
how this wonderful place came about is among the main topics of the book, combined with the
author's amazing personal journey... BOOM. Joe Tafur's lovely accent and Amazonian
medication adventures were there with me. The reserve has much to provide in starting to
bridge the gap between allopathic medicine and the globe of healing medicine within the
Amazon jungle (both vegetation and the practitioners). Tafur offers a superbly crafted
automobile for the reader( passenger). That is a rare glimpse in to the very process of how
ayahuasca heals from both an indigenous perspective learned during his shamanic training
and a Western medical viewpoint. He speaks about the medication utilizing the native
Amazonian vocabulary and dialect, making the cultural elements seem palpable. After my
amazing ayahuasca journey, I felt that I could write my own reserve, but I wouldn't become
adding very much to the eloquently created account of Dr. Nevertheless, many have a limited
perspective. Very well created.Dr Tafur smoothly cuts through the curves and turns of the
subject so that all (novice and experienced in the main topic of ayahuasca shamanism) will
gain a keepsake of understanding deep within the chambers of the center. Tafur individually is
a true present and he offers helped me more than hours of therapy or pharmaceuticals might
even scratch the surface on. Unlike the majority of the books out right here, it focuses much less
on the magic and even more on the actual benefits of the plant medicine, and Dr. Tafur
provides some interesting theories and hypothesis on what Ayahuasca heals or repairs the
body. If you are considering attempting Ayahuasca or you did it before, and wish to further
your upstanding, i quickly recommend this book. I have personally experienced profound
healing in my period working with the writer.
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